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Abstract. In this paper, a cylindrical dielectric resonator
antenna (CDRA) offering low cross-polarization (XP) for
point-to-point communication systems is presented. Three
linear arrays of air vias (LAAV) are incorporated along the
H-plane of a conventionalCDRA in order toweaken the unde-
sired XP generating fields due to the orthogonally resonating
HEM21X mode. A set of parametric studies are conducted
on the design parameters of the 3-LAAV in CDRA to under-
stand the sensitivity of boresight XPD on the 3-LAAV design
parameters. Field distributions in CDRA before and after
the incorporation of LAAV are extensively studied to draw
a conclusive inference. The 3-LAAV loaded CDRA offers
39 dB higher boresight XP suppression in comparison to the
conventional CDRA. The proposed technique is experimen-
tally validated. The measured result shows an XP isolation
of 56 dB at the boresight, 55 dB and 38 dB over ±15% of
half-power beamwidth (HPBW) in the E-plane and H-plane
of radiation, respectively. This result is well above the mini-
mum cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) requirements
for the satellite earth station antennas.

Keywords
Cross-polarization, dielectric resonator antenna, point-
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1. Introduction
Electromagnetic radiation in undesired polarization

states is often referred to as cross-polarized (XP) radia-
tion [1]. The co-existence of high undesired XP components
with the desired polarization components leads to severe
degradation in the overall system performance in point-to-
point applications. Poor spatial resolution due to reduced
beam efficiency of antenna systems for microwave radiome-
ters [2], [3], and increased cross-talk between the adjacent
channels in a communication link [4], [5] are few instances of
the undesired effects of high XP in practical applications that

have been in the focus of antenna engineers during the last few
decades. Over the years, dielectric resonator antenna (DRA)
has evolved as a more efficient alternative to microstrip an-
tenna for point-to-point applications offering high radiation
efficiency, and high power handling capability [6].

High boresight cross-polarization discrimination
(XPD) is an essential requirement for satellite ground sta-
tion [7] and fixed radio antenna applications [8]. As per
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),
the general XPD requirement for such applications is at least
30 dB at antenna boresight and over ±15 % of the half-
power beamwidth (HPBW). Stable radiation characteristics
with XPD greater than 40 dB at the antenna boresight and
25 dB across its HPBW are essential for high precision track-
ing [9]. In this regard, cylindrical DRA (CDRA) resonating
in HEM11X mode has been explored in majority by the an-
tenna researchers [10–14].

Kajfez et al. in their work [10] presented the field dis-
tribution of different resonant modes in CDRA which acts as
the basic guideline for identifying the non-radiating modes
(HEM21X), their polarization states, and frequency spacing
between the modes. Al-Zoubi et al. [11] proposed a novel
technique of wrapping metal strips on DRA for achieving
peak XP suppression of 20 dB. Differential feeding mecha-
nism, presented by Singh and Sharma [12], is another method
for obtaining low peakXP levels of around−40 dB to−20 dB.
Guha et al. in their research works [13], [14] presented sig-
nificant findings in terms of identification of XP generating
factor (HEM21X mode), experimental validation, and subse-
quently its mitigation using metallic [13] and dielectric [14]
perturbation techniques. Around 8 dB to 10 dB peak XP
suppression is achieved by employing these techniques. The
metallic perturbation techniques discussed in [11] and [13]
suppresses the XP radiations due to inductive loading ef-
fect. However, the use of metallic perturbations in CDRA in-
creases ohmic loss as a result the overall antenna radiation
efficiency may get affected.

The present article documents a low XP probe-fed
CDRA resonating in HEM11X mode for point-to-point ap-
plications.
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Fig. 1. Detailed geometry of the proposed 3-LAAV loaded
CDRA for HEM11X mode resonating at 3.25 GHz with
optimized dimension values.

A novel three linear arrays of air vias (3-LAAV) structure
has been presented as an effective permittivity modifier in
CDRA for XP suppression. Air vias in CDRA has been
used in literature for enhancing antenna bandwidth [15–17].
But, the possibility of suppressing XP radiations in probe-
fed CDRA using air vias through capacitive loading effect is
explored for the first time in this paper. The XP generating
factors have been studied with the prime focus on identifying
the region(s) where the XP fields are confined. Thereafter,
a thorough analysis on mitigating the XP radiations using the
proposed 3-LAAV has been conducted by studying the effect
of air vias on the fields inside and below the CDRA. Detailed
investigations on the dimensions and location of the air vias
in CDRA have been conducted for achieving optimum XP
suppression. Ansysr HFSS) " software simulator was used
to design and simulate all antenna structures.

2. AntennaGeometry andDesignCon-
cept
The detailed geometry of the proposed 3-LAAV loaded

CDRA resonating in HEM11X mode at 3.25 GHz is shown in
Fig. 1. A cylindrical dielectric slab of radius a = 12.2mmand
height h = 12.2 mm is designed using Rogers AD1000) " di-
electric material with relative permittivity (nr) = 10.2 and
loss tangent (tanX) = 0.0023. This cylindrical dielectric
slab is placed on a metallic ground plane of dimension
0.65 _0 × 0.65 _0, where_0 is the free-spacewavelength cor-
responding to the resonating frequency of the conventional
CDRA. The CDRA is fed using coaxial probe of length !P =
9 mm and diameter �P = 1.52mm. Three linear arrays of air
vias (3-LAAV) each of diameter �AC = 1.5 mm and height
ℎAC = 3.2 mm are grooved into the dielectric slab. The spac-
ing between each air cavity in a linear array isΔ�� = 1.9 mm.
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Fig. 2. Design methodology of the proposed 3-LAAV loaded
CDRA along with the E-field distribution of the de-
sired HEM11X mode and higher order HEM21Xmode.
(a) Top View (b) Side View. EE′ and HH′ indicates the
E-pane and H-plane of the antenna.

The gap between each linear array is Δ!� = 2.25 mm.

The detailed design methodology of the proposed 3-
LAAV loaded CDRA is shown in Fig. 2. The excitation of
the undesired orthogonally resonating non-radiating mode
(HEM21X) along with the desired mode (HEM11X) generates
high XP levels in conventional CDRA. Ideally, as depicted in
Fig. 2(a), the E-field distribution of HEM21X mode is sym-
metric across the H-plane. But practically, as depicted in
Fig. 2(b), due to the asymmetry caused by the probe across
the H-plane of the CDRA, the fields may appear to be slightly
disproportionate across the H-plane. This inference guides
in the strategic placement of the 1BC linear array of air vias
spanning across the center and the other two linear arrays
of air vias (2=3 and 3A3) symmetrically across a marginal
space (ΔLA) on either side of the H-plane. The concept of
incorporating air vias into the dielectric material is intro-
duced here as a technique for dissipating the weak fields due
to the undesired HEM21X mode by effectively decreasing the
permittivity of dielectric material along the H-plane. The
desired HEM11X mode however remains unaffected by the
loading of the proposed 3-LAAV into the CDRA.

3. LAAV: Simulated Results and Phys-
ical Analysis

The (11 and radiation characteristics of the CDRA with and
without LAAV in both the principal radiation planes are given
in Fig. 3. Due to the loading of LAAV (three LAAV and
single LAAV) in CDRA a considerable suppression of the
undesired HEM21X mode is observed from the (11 charac-
teristics given in Fig. 3(a). Greater suppression of HEM21X
mode is achieved using 3-LAAV compared to single array
of LAAV (1-LAAV). No significant deviation in the resonant
frequency of the desired HEM11X mode is observed due to
the incorporation of LAAV into the conventional CDRA.
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Fig. 3. Simulated (a) (11 vs. frequency characteristics, (b) Normalized radiation patterns in E-plane, (c) Normalized radiation patterns in H-plane
for the conventional CDRA (with finite ground plane), proposed LAAV loaded CDRA and continuous dielectric ridge loaded CDRA.
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Fig. 4. Geometry of the unit cell of the proposed 3-LAAV struc-
ture incorporated into the CDRA. The dashed box repre-
sents the unit cell.

A simultaneous study has been conducted by exchang-
ing the 3-LAAV structure with a continuous dielectric ridge
having an effective permittivity given by the density of the
air cavities present along the H-plane [18]. The geometry of
the unit cell of the proposed 3-LAAV structure incorporated
inside the CDRA is given in Fig. 4. The effective permittivity
of the ridge is approximated by 1:

neff = nr

[
1 −

(
c

4

(
32

BC

))]
+
(
c

4

(
32

BC

))
, (1)

where nr = 10.2 is the relative permittivity of the solid cylin-
drical dielectric block of the CDRA, 3 is the diameter of
the air via, B is the length and C is the width of the unit cell
box. The effective relative permittivity of the ridge is found
to be equal to 6.4. In Fig. 3(a), the nature of higher or-
der mode suppression achieved by the continuous dielectric
ridge is found to be similar to the suppression offered by the
proposed 3-LAAV structure. The 3-LAAV structure acts as
an effective permittivity modifier of the region where the XP
generating higher order mode is present from 10.2 to 6.4. As
a result, the spurious HEM21X mode resonance is shifted to
higher frequencies and the coupling from the feeding probe
to this spurious mode is effectively reduced. Thus, the iso-
lation between the desired HEM11X mode and the spurious
HEM21X mode is increased.

Compared to the conventional CDRA, 1-LAAV, 3-
LAAV and continuous ridge offer a boresight XP suppres-
sion of 27 dB, 39 dB and 31 dB, respectively in both the

principal radiation planes. An increment in the number of
air vias from 1-LAAV to 3-LAAV makes the overall XP re-
duction performance superior by 12 dB. The XP suppression
offered by continuous dielectric ridge is comparable to that
offered by the proposed 3-LAAV structure. The XP level
for 3-LAAV loaded CDRA lies well below −70 dB in the
E-plane for all values of \. Whereas in the H-plane, the XP
level for 3-LAAV loaded CDRA lie below −26 dB for all
values of \ with −77 dB at the boresight and −27 dB over
the HPBW (±40°). In addition to this, the effects of ground
plane size on antenna XP levels have been analyzed using
an infinite ground plane and it is found that the edges of the
ground plane do not significantly contribute to the XP levels.

The performance of 3-LAAV structure in weakening
the HEM21X mode can be understood by studying the vector
E-fields corresponding to HEM21X mode for 3-LAAV struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 5. Due to the presence of the air vias
near the H-plane of the CDRA the effective permittivity of
the region is reduced from 10.2 to 6.4. As a result, the E-field
vectors corresponding to the spurious mode get significantly
scattered near the air vias in both the radiation planes as
shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b). The E-field vectors corre-
sponding to HEM21X mode at the top of the air via given in
the inset indicate significant scattering along the circumfer-
ence of the air via. The clustering of the E-field vectors near
each air via causes the horizontal components of all scattered
E-field vectors which are radially inward to vanish due to
their mutual interaction in opposite phases. However, their
weak vertical counterparts, having same phase, add in the
far-field region resulting in weak radiation in HEM21X mode.
Further, rounding of the edges of the air vias has also been
studied in this regard and it is found that the scattering of the
E-field vectors corresponding to the spurious mode along the
circumference of the air via is more prominent in the sharp
edge air vias compared to rounded edge air vias. The XP
performance of LAAV can also be understood by studying
the E-field distribution below the CDRA, i.e. on the ground
plane. The E-field (�I) distribution for the desired HEM11X
mode is plotted in Fig. 6 with respect to distance along the
H-plane.
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Ideally, the E-field distribution for HEM11X mode
should possess symmetric maxima on either side of the H-
plane with a distinct minima along the H-plane. However,
due to the asymmetry introduced by the feed a distinctminima
in the E-field distribution is not observed in the conventional
CDRA as shown in Fig. 6(a). This deviation from the ideal
E-field distribution in conventional CDRA can be estimated
from the average E-field strength along the H-plane. The
ideal E-field strength along the H-plane for HEM11X mode
in conventional CDRA is represented by the minimum value
considered in the plot, i. e. 0 V/m. In Fig. 6, the average
E-field strength for conventional CDRA over the H-plane is
found to be 129 V/m. The loading of 1-LAAV and 3-LAAV
structures into the conventional CDRA displays average E-
field strengths of 48 V/m and 23 V/m, respectively.
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Clearly, the 3-LAAV structures show considerably bet-
ter performance than 1-LAAV structures with maximum re-
duction in average E-field strengths of 106 V/m in compari-
son to the conventional CDRA. Incorporating 3-LAAV into
the conventional CDRA reinforces the near-ideal E-field dis-
tribution of the desired HEM11X mode. A distinct minima
along the H-plane is observed using 3-LAAV compared to
the other structures as shown in Fig. 6 in the inset figures
(a)–(c).

4. Parametric Analysis of the Proposed
3-LAAV Structure

The sensitivity of the proposed antenna boresight XP
level with the variation of 3-LAAV parameters (�AC, ℎAC,
ΔAC, ΔLA) and probe height (!P) is studied in this sec-
tion. In this study only one parameter is varied at a time
while all other parameters are kept constant. The diameter
�AC of each air cavity constituting the 3-LAAV is varied
from 1.1 mm to 1.9 mm with 0.2 mm step size keeping ℎAC,
ΔAC, ΔLA and !P constant at 3.2 mm, 1.9 mm, 2.25 mm
and 10 mm, respectively. Maximum isolation between the
desired HEM11X mode and the spurious HEM21X mode is
obtained at �AC = 1.5 mm. The height ℎAC of each air cav-
ity in 3-LAAV is varied from 2.8 mm to 3.6 mm with a step
size of 0.2 mm keeping �AC, ΔAC, ΔLA and !P constant at
1.5 mm, 1.9 mm, 2.25 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Max-
imum isolation between the desired HEM11X mode and the
spurious HEM21X mode is obtained at ℎAC = 3.2 mm. The
spacingΔAC between each air cavity in a linear array is varied
from 1.7 mm to 2.1 mm with a step size of 0.1 mm keeping
�AC, ℎAC, ΔLA and !P constant at 1.5 mm, 3.2 mm, 2.25 mm
and 10 mm, respectively. Maximum isolation between the
desired HEM11X mode and the spurious HEM21X mode is
obtained at ΔAC = 1.9 mm. The gap ΔLA between the linear
arrays is varied from 1.75 mm to 2.75 mm with a step size of
0.25 mm keeping �AC, ℎAC, ΔAC and !P constant at 1.5 mm,
3.2 mm, 1.9 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Maximum iso-
lation between the desired HEM11X mode and the spurious
HEM21X mode is obtained at ΔLA = 2.25 mm. The height of
the feeding probe !P is varied from 9 mm to 12 mm with
a step size of 1 mm keeping �AC, ℎAC, ΔAC and ΔLA con-
stant at 1.5 mm, 3.2 mm, 1.9 mm and 2.25 mm, respectively.
Maximum isolation between the desired HEM11X mode and
the spurious HEM21X mode is obtained at !P = 10 mm. The
variations in XP level at boresight for each of the parametric
variations are illustrated in Fig. 7. The optimum values for
�AC, ℎAC, ΔAC, ΔLA, and !P for which maximum XP sup-
pression is achieved are 1.5 mm, 3.2 mm, 1.9 mm, 2.25 mm,
and 10 mm respectively. The boresight XP values are found
to be highly sensitive to minor variation of 3-LAAV design
parameters.
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Fig. 7. Simulated (a) Boresight XP level vs. �AC variation, (b) Boresight XP level vs. ℎAC variation, (c) Boresight XP level vs. ΔAC variation,
(d) Boresight XP level vs. ΔLA variation, and (e) Boresight XP level vs. !P variation of the proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRA at the
desired HEM11X mode resonant frequency.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Measured Results
The proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRA is fabricated for

the experimental validation of the prototype. The snapshot
of the fabricated prototype is given in Fig. 8. The (11 charac-
teristics of the proposed antenna is measured using a Rohde
& Schwarz Vector Network Analyzer (Model No. ZNB 20).
The radiation characteristics are measured using a Keysight
EXG analog signal generator (Model No. N5173B, 9 kHz to
20 GHz), power meter and Agilent power sensor (Model No.
E4412A, 100 pW to 100 mW, −70 to +20 dBm, 10 MHz to
18 GHz). The measured (11 and radiation characteristics in
the E-plane and H-plane are illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

The measured (11 characteristic given in Fig. 8 show
a minor shift in the desired mode (HEM11X) by 110 MHz.
Also, the measured radiation characteristics of the proposed
3-LAAV loaded CDRA given in Fig. 9 show a deviation in
boresight XPD for both the principal radiation planes from
that obtained in simulation. Such deviation may be due to
multiple errors introduced during fabrication and measure-
ment process. An analysis on the possible errors introduced
during fabrication is discussed in the below section.

5.2 Analysis of Fabrication Errors
Generally, in manual fabrication process an adhesive

glue is used for mounting DRA on the metallic ground plane.
The presence of non-zero glue layer, having lower permittiv-
ity (nr = 2.2) compared to the DRA (nr = 10.2), leads to dis-
crepancies in the antenna radiation characteristics [19, 20].

A deviation in the radiation characteristics of CDRA due
to the presence of adhesive layer of thickness 0.1 mm has
been reported in literature [19]. Since the proposed 3-LAAV
loaded CDRA design consists of 3-arrays of air vias at the
bottom face of the DRA, creation of non-uniform adhesive
layer with air gaps beneath the DRA covering the air vias
is suspected. As already established in Section 4, boresight
XPD of the proposed antenna is highly sensitive to minor
variations in 3-LAAV parameters (�AC, ℎAC, ΔAC, ΔLA).
The presence of glue in this scenario primarily affects �AC
and ℎAC of the proposed 3-LAAV. Thus, to accurately analyze
the performance of the proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRA, the
design is re-analyzed with an additional adhesive layer of
uniform thickness between the DRA and ground plane. The
adhesive layer is designed having nr = 2.2, tanX = 0.022 and
thickness 0.1 mm. The simulated performance characteris-
tics of the 3-LAAV loaded CDRA with adhesive glue layer
is given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The presence of adhesive layer
causes a minor shift in the resonant frequency but the bore-
sight XP levels are impacted severely. A deterioration of
10 dB is observed in the BXPD levels at both the radiation
planes. The additional deviation in BXPD levels may be due
to the presence of uneven adhesive layer or air gaps at the
bottom of the DRA which are unavoidable. The proposed
3-LAAV loaded CDRA provides an XP suppression of about
23 dB at the boresight, 21 dB and 5 dB over the±15%HPBW
inmeasurement at the E-plane andH-plane, respectively. The
proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRA offers a peak gain of 9 dBi
in measurement with peak radiation efficiency of 98%.
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plane of the proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRA with re-
spect to conventional CDRA.

5.3 Performance Comparison
The performance comparison of the proposed 3-LAAV

loaded CDRA with some existing DRA designs on XP sup-
pression and air vias/perforations is provided in Table 1. The
existing DRA designs with air vias/perforations [15–17] of-
fer wide bandwidth with appreciable gain. But, compared
to the proposed antenna design they suffer from poor XP
performance and unstable broadside radiation pattern. Also,
due to heavy machining involved in making the perforations
in DRA the chances of deterioration of boresight XPD re-
sulting from fabrication errors in these designs is very high.
The existing DRA designs on XP suppression [13], [21] use
metallic perturbation to suppresses the spurious mode by
creating an inductive loading effect. However, these tech-
niques suffer from increased ohmic loss which may affect the
antenna radiation efficiency.

Compared to the existing antenna designs listed in Table
1, 3-LAAV loaded CDRA offers distinctively lower XP level
by approximately 16 dB to 46 dB at the boresight, 5 dB to
45 dB over the ±15 % HPBW in E-plane and 3 dB to 28 dB
over the ±15 % HPBW in H-plane. It also offers a bore-
sight XPD error tolerance of about 26 dB which is about
16 dB to 22 dB higher than other existing antenna designs.
But, its bandwidth is comparatively lower than the other en-
listed DRA designs. Efforts to improve the bandwidth of
the proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRA may be made in fu-
ture. However, the considerably low XP levels along with
high gain and stable broadside radiation pattern offered by
the proposed 3-LAAV loaded CDRAdesignmakes it suitable
for satellite earth station and fixed radio antenna applications
over all other existing prototypes.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a high cross-polarization discrimination

offering CDRA loaded with three linear arrays of air vias
(3-LAAV) has been studied and validated experimentally.
Strategic XP field perturbation by effective permittivity mod-
ification in the dielectric material creating a capacitive load-
ing effect has been found as the key design aspect for con-
trolling the spurious HEM21X mode. Also, the sensitivity
of the boresight XPD on the 3-LAAV design parameters es-
tablished from the parametric analysis acts as a fabrication
guideline indicating that utmost care has to be taken during
machining process of the proposed CDRA.

Although high boresight XPD of around 38 dB is
achievable while designing the standalone CDRA element
but the integration of the antenna in a system may inevitably
deteriorate the XP performance due to losses incurred from
unwanted reflection/radiation, component integration, and
coupling. As a prospective solution to such issues, the pro-
posed 3-LAAV structure essentially provides an extra toler-
ance by offering a high XPD of about 56 dB at the antenna
boresight, 55 dB over ±15 % of HPBW (E-plane) and 38 dB
over ±15 % of HPBW (H-plane) in measurement, respec-
tively.
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Compared
antenna
design

XP
suppression
technique

Boresight
XPD (both
the principal
radiation
planes)†

XPD over
±15 % of
HPBW
(E-

plane)†

XPD over
±15 % of
HPBW
(H-

plane)†

Gain Bandwidth

Broadside
Radia-
tion

Pattern

Boresight XPD
Error

Tolerance (Ref.
Value = 30 dB†)

[12] Differential
Feed 34 dB – – 6.7 dBi 4100

MHz Symmetric 4 dB

[13] Metal Post 40 dB 36 dB 31 dB 6.01 dBi 400 MHz Symmetric 10 dB

[13] Rectangular
Metal Bar 36 dB 31 dB 34 dB 6.01 dBi 520 MHz Symmetric 6 dB

[14] Dielectric
Perturbation – 50 dB 35 dB 6.54 dBi 350 MHz Symmetric –

[15]

Perforated
Stacked
Multi-

Permittivity
DRA

30 dB 30 dB 20 dB 1.5–
6.2 dBi

14900
MHz

Minor
Tilting 0 dB

[16]

Array of
Square Slots
& Edge

Grounding

10 dB 10 dB 10 dB 7 dBi 1700
MHz Tilted −20 dB

[17]
T-shaped
Perforated

DRA
20 dB 40 dB 20 dB 5–

6 dBi
1400
MHz Tilted −10 dB

[21]

Feed with
Parallel
Standing
Strips

30 dB 29 dB 25 dB 5.5–
7 dBi

1400
MHz Asymmetric 0 dB

Proposed
3-LAAV
Loaded
CDRA

(Fabricated
& Measured)

Linear
arrays of
air vias

56 dB 55 dB 38 dB 9 dBi 260 MHz Symmetric 26 dB

†As per the standard polarization requirements for point-to-point communication systems [7], [8].
Tab. 1. Performance comparison of the analysed antenna designs with other antenna designs on XP suppression and air vias/perforations existing

in literature
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